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Again folks, do not believe any U.S. corporate-controlled media Democratic
Primary polls involving unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst
Clinton.
They are bought and paid for by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate.
Duly elected, non-inaugurated President Albert Gore Jr. has an overwhelming
lead on the unelectable Hillary LESBIAN-IN-THE-CLOSET Clinton and the
unelectable Barack Hussein Obama.
The massive corporate mergers of the 1990s orchestrated by the
Republicans in Congress and both Clintons have made the media
corporate elite stooges for this Bush-Clinton monarchy.
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Note: Both Clintons own stock in Rupert Murdoch Greenberg’s FOX
News and Murdoch has given $19 million to the unelectable Hillary’s
campaign for president.
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The two Clintons also conspired with daddy Bush to allow the Pennzoil and
Texaco oil companies to merge in early 2000. This was part of a scheme
to aid the presidential campaign of then Texas Governor George W.
Bush.
The Bush family, with the help of the Clintons, used the enhanced oil
revenue to buy favorable media coverage that was pro-Bush and
anti-Gore.
The noted Bush campaign money vehicle, the Pioneer List, was used
to launder these contributions through the failed ENRON
Corporation.
Reference: Both ALLEGED Democrats Bill and Hillary voted for Republican
Bush and not Al Gore in 2000.
The latest surge in unelectable Rodenhurst Clinton’s polls were part of a
Bush-Clinton media scheme to boost Hillary before duly elected, noninaugurated President Albert Gore won the Nobel Peace Prize.
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Note: The BOGUS polls promoting Hillary are actually made up by
unelectable Hillary’s major campaign contributor Vinod Gupta,
heading an organization called InfoUSA.

It should be reported that the corporate media’s response to Al Gore winning
the Nobel Peace Prize is to send out their usual Clinton-Bush media whores
to do anti-Gore pro-unelectable Hillary spin.
Of course the extortion-friendly media would like to shut down the
Democratic Primary and have Hillary appointed and coronation as “Queen”.
Note: Bushfraud was appointed by the U.S. Supreme Court.
So, let’s round up the usual suspects of the anti-Gore media filth:
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Let’s start with HOMOSEXUAL-IN-THE-CLOSET James Warren of the
Chicago Tribune. Warren, a British Intelligence asset, conspired in the year
2000 with unelectable Hillary IN-THE-CLOSET, Mossad Democratic
Congressman Rahm Emanuel, and HOMOSEXUAL-IN-THE-CLOSET Sam
Donaldson of ABC News to spy on the presidential campaign of Albert Gore
Jr. on behalf of Gore’s opponent, Bill Bradley, Democrat of New Jersey.
Warren, also a pedophile and extortionist, helped cover up and blackmail
former Republican Congressman of Illinois, Philip Crane -- reference Crane’s
affairs with underage girls.
Warren also hid the truth, in exchange for financial compensation, in regards
to former Illinois Governor Jim Thompson’s status as a HOMOSEXUAL-INTHE-CLOSET.
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Warren is also covering up a Bush-Clinton slush fund tied to the Chicagobased law firm Shatkin.
Shatkin has been directly tied to bribes and payments to Florida election
officials linked to the overthrow of the year 2000 presidential election.
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Others tied to the extortion-friendly anti-Gore list include HOMOSEXUAL-INTHE-CLOSET Charlie Cook of the Cook Political Report. Cook works for the
Republican National Committee and specializes in promoting unelectable
northeastern Democrats.
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Then there is David Ignatius of the Washington Post. Ignatius, a British
Intelligence asset, worked directly with unelectable Hillary, HOMOSEXUAL IN
THE CLOSET Fred Thompson and “Book and Snake” Washington Post editor
Bob Woodward in the 1990s in an attempt to frame then Vice President
Albert Gore on a phone case in order to cover up the Bush-Clinton-Ken
Starr-Mena, Arkansas-America Global China-Bob Nash TREASONOUS
criminal conspiracy.
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Then, of course, there is Newsweek magazine, (202) 626-2000, which has
tried to create the unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton
and the unelectable Hussein Barack Obama as the Democratic frontrunners.
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Both editor and chief of Newsweek magazine, HOMOSEXUAL-IN-THECLOSET Jon Meacham and assistant political writer and British Intelligence
asset Richard Wolffe are the chief sponsors of the election fix.
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P.S. Since unelectable Hillary LESBIAN-IN-THE-CLOSET Rodenhurst
Clinton takes her orders DIRECTLY from the ISRAELI MOSSAD and
BENJAMIN NETANYAHU, reference Hillary’s recent vote to authorize
a back door attack on Iran, we should now report and finger one of
Hillary’s major campaign operatives as a fellow Mossad agent.
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The name of the individual is Susan Thomases of New York
City, a Zionist Khazarian Jew, who worked in the Clinton
White House and cracked the safe of assassinated Vince
Foster the night of Foster’s murder.

Hillary Clinton and murdered Vince Foster
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Susan Thomases: A close friend and former Children's Defense Fund
colleague of Hillary Clinton, Thomases, a New York corporate attorney, was
brought on to help the Clintons respond to Whitewater inquiries in 1992.
Senate Whitewater investigators grilled her on the handling of the contents
of Vincent Foster's office immediately following his death, and, citing 184
instances where she claimed memory lapse, referred Thomases to Ken
Starr for possible criminal prosecution.
http://www.cnn.com/interactive/allpolitics/9904/whitewater.cast/thomases.html
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Foster, who had become an FBI informant, was part of the Al
Gore-Leo Wanta-William Sessions-Vernon Walters-Francois
Mitterrand’s team that was trying to arrest Bush-Clinton
Crime Family Syndicate bagman and fixer Marc Rich.
Note: Clinton illegally pardoned Marc Rich. Vince Foster,
whose nickname was the Rabbi in the Israeli intelligence
community, before he became an FBI informant, had placed
a copy of the Marc Rich arrest warrant in his White House
office safe that was picked by Mossad agent Susan
Thomases.
Reference: Ms Thomases is an out-of-the-closet lesbian.
Final notice and direct warning to General Electric/NBC, 202-885-4200: Have
you paid your taxes on your power plant in India?
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The secrets of your Chinese-Bush-Clinton-Hong Kong accounts did NOT
disappear with the assassination of former Clinton cabinet member Ron
Brown.
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James Comey

Department of Justice investigators and lawyers loyal to former
Deputy Attorney General Comey now have copies of the BushClinton-General Electric offshore Synergy Trust, Account Number
890 811, that deals with the $50 billion of laundered campaign
contributions tied to derivatives from the defunct ENRON
corporation.
How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and notable
queens!
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One last note to Republican Pat Buchanan and Alex Witt of MSNBC: We saw
your anti-Gore smear operation yesterday so in the next intelligence briefing
you scumbags are next.
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And, by the way, who is next after that? Cokie Roberts Boggs, CLOSET
homosexuals George Stephanopoulos and Mark Halperin of ABC News, as
well as Mara Liasson of FOX News.
These are all CLOSET ZIONIST Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
filth that are financially controlled by the Israeli lobby and are
actually anti-Gentile bigots.

That is why they support and promote BOGUS polls and the candidacy of the
unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.
Again folks, do not be fooled. Duly elected, non-inaugurated President
Albert Gore has already been elected and will beat the two unelectable
stooges of Newsweek magazine, i.e. Hillary and Obama hands down.
Direct message to Cokie Roberts Boggs and Mark Halperin: We know you are
condoning the threats directed against Albert Gore Jr.’s family, reference
Gore’s plan to run for re-election.
So all of this anti-Gore media filth should understand what goes around will
come around. Stay tuned.
And, by the way, CONGRATULATIONS TO DONNA BRAZILLE of CNN and the
Democratic National Committee for telling the truth that duly elected
President Albert Gore would easily defeat unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary
Rodenhurst Clinton.
The fact remains that the Democratic Party base is very unhappy with the
choices of pro war Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and unelectable Barack
Hussein Obama.
As far as Ed Henry of CNN is concerned, we hear that no one in Al Gore’s
office will even talk to you. So quit fabricated lies Eddie boy!
How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and notable
queens!
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The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate

This TREASONOUS filth continues at this hour to threaten
the family of duly elected, non-inaugurated President
Albert Gore Jr. in an attempt to keep Al Gore, soon to be
the Nobel Peace Prize winner, from running for re-election
in the year 2008 Presidential Election.
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And, of course, when all is said and done,
and you turn your TV off,
ALBERT GORE JR. REMAINS THE DULY ELECTED,
NON-INAUGURATED, REAL PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.

CLARIFICATION: Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish
People are NOT the same as the WAR-MONGERING ZIONIST
KHAZAR JEWS referred to in these intelligence briefings.
TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly
credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and
INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind the scenes of the
controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and
illusions.

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THECLOSET" are a MAJOR threat to National Security being
vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against
the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of the American People.

READ MORE BREAKING INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AT:
http://blog.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel
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